Prepare for a Connected Year...

Welcome to the New Normal!
Work together, meet and communicate efficiently, and
do it all from anywhere! These are the new expectations
of today’s telecom solutions, and Millside Total
Communications is here to design those solutions for
tomorrow’s new normal.

Your Work From Anywhere Solution!
Your team can experience the freedom of a cloud-based
phone system installed quickly and easily with zero to
minimal down time! Adjusting to the growing demands
of the life/work balance, we believe in systems that
support remote workers’ busy schedules, allowing them
to set up a home office and continue making business
calls from their homes’ safety and comfort.
In such challenging times, you owe it to your valuable
team to provide flexibility to manage (and thrive in!)
this new work/life balance. Multiple studies across the
globe prove that employees with flexible schedules are
often more productive and engaged. Simultaneously,
this flexibility also tends to lead to more committed
and loyal team members and boosts morale. The team
develops a better understanding and appreciation of
each others’ needs and circumstances.

Unparalleled Personalization
Client relations and personal service matter more than
ever, and your customers notice! Having the ability
to add unique customizations, send and receive calls,
record your greetings and manage your voicemail just
like you’re at the office helps create a professional
impression regardless of your location. Through AutoAttendant, your virtual assistant can also forward your
clients’ calls to the extension or number of their choice
while giving your customers the same convenience as
an in-office receptionist.

Adapted For The Ever-Changing Workplace
Flexibility and adaptation are essential survival techniques for today’s thriving business. Designing your systems to
be flexible, grow, and be modified as needed is what prepares your business for an unexpected shift in operations.
Millside Hosted Phone systems have no problem making modifications, expanding, and offer straightforward
installation – allowing your new team members to be easily added (or removed) from your system with effortless
expansion.
The cost savings that come with these updates are also a reason to be excited about this new collaboration method.
Keeping your team engaged with reliable video conferencing is financially beneficial when you can factor in the
savings of previous monthly meeting costs (hotels, meals, expenses), all while knowing your team is safe.
While the modern working world is changing,
technology is changing with it! Millside Total
Communications works hard to ensure your business
remains successful through efficient phone systems,
top-notch networks, and solutions that change the way
we connect. The future depends on those advances.
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